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We demonstrate the implementations of
pyramid encoders in both multi-layer
GRU and Transformer for seq2seq tasks.
We apply the models to the code correc-
tion task on Juliet Test Suite for C/C++
and Java of Software Assurance Refer-
ence Dataset(SARD), successfully re-
paired 90.1% of faulted code in the test
dataset, and show that a pyramid struc-
ture can greatly improve memory effi-
ciency and therefore computation effi-
ciency. We successfully carried out error
type classification task on ITC bench-
mark examples (with only 685 code
instances) using transfer learning with
models pre-trained on Juliet Test Suite,
pointing out a novel way of processing
small datasets.
Keywords Programming Language Correction · Pyramid
Encoder · Transformer · GRU · Transfer Learning
1 Introduction
Programming language correction can provide suggestions
for people to debug code, identify potential flaws in a pro-
gram, and help beginner programmers to improve their
coding skills, which has been an important topic in Natural
Language Processing(NLP) area. At present, there is much
space for us to devise the code corrector. In order to de-
velop a feasible corrector for the programming languages,
different versions of Recurrent Neural Network are applied.
Inspired by the ideas in [1] and in [2], similar network mod-
els with different modifications are applied here to see how
they perform when the objective area changes from natu-
ral language to programming language. We introduce the
Pyramid Encoder which can be generally implemented to
all multi-layer seq2seq learning models. See Figure 1 for
a visual representation of the Pyramid Encoder.
Among these different versions of models, it is found that
in all of our comparison sets of models, the networks that
applied Pyramid Encoder deliver better performance than
their non-pyramid counterparts. Thanks to the Pyramid
Encoder, networks with this structure can decrease the
number of parameters needed while keeping most of the
important information from inputs. The comparison and
discussion of these networks will be explored in later sec-
tions. Currently, our best model has achieved 90.11%
accuracy on 1-candidate metrics.
2 Related Works
The network models we used originated from various pre-
vious works on sequence to sequence networks. One of
such networks are introduced in [1], where the author pro-
posed a pyramid structured encoder-decoder to perform
corrections on natural languages. In their paper, they pre-
sented their pyramidal bi-directional RNN’s ability to fix
language errors on Lang-8 Corpus and CoNLL Shared
Tasks, where the model achieved a BLEU score of 61.7
and 40.56 correspondingly.
The attention mechanism applied in our networks is de-
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Figure 1: Visualization of Pyramid Encoder in multi-layer
seq2seq models. Pyramid Encoder reduces length of input
sequence by half in every encoding layer. y(i−1) denotes
output of (i− 1)th encoder layer and x(i) denotes the input
of ith encoder layer.
ture can be referred back to [1]. In [3], the content-based
attention is applied with a encoder-decoder model, and
achieved state-of-the-art performance on English-French
translation task at 2014.
The GRU cell is adapted from [4], which is the cell used in
their encoder-decoder model. Their model learned to rep-
resent natural language phrases semantically and syntacti-
cally meaningful. The multilayer structure is derived from
the idea in the works by [5], where their model used LSTM
instead of GRU when working on language-translation
task.
Other related works include [6], where they introduced im-
portance sampling method (to approximate expected gra-
dient) to use a very large target dataset without increasing
the training complexity of networks. Their modified neural
machine translation with attention mechanism performed
well on large-vocabulary tasks (i.e. language translation),
with limited training set. As in area of programming lan-
guage processing, [7] proposed a token-based RNN model
with LSTM cells, which achieved some good results in
correcting student’s submission in MOOCs.
Additionally, [2] proposed a new version of encoder-
decoder structures, where they employed residual connec-
tion between the sub-layers and multi-head attention mech-
anism in their model. The model also employs positional
encoding to serve as a representation of word values and
its positions so that the model learns about order of inputs.
In our works, we applied modifications on transformers to
verify pyramid structure’s application on different models.
3 Model
3.1 Overview
Given a input code instance, we wish to identify and cor-
rect potential flaws (if they exist) in the instance, which
might lead to a failure in execution after successful com-
pilation. We use a standard encoder-decoder structure
which is proven to be successful in seq2seq tasks. For our
models, we use learnable embedding layers, which allows
the model to recognize the relationship between different
words in the vocabulary. For the encoder, we applied Pyra-
mid Encoder, where a pyramid module is added in between
layers of regular multi-layer encoders. The Pyramid En-
coder will be implemented differently in different types
of models. We will show its implementation in GRU and
Transformer respectively in our following discussion. For
decoders, we use the corresponding multi-layer decoder
for each model family.
3.2 Word-level reasoning
In similar problems of language correction, character-level
reasoning is a more commonly applied method. However,
in code correction, we show that a word-level model is
more suitable. The reason is that the basic building blocks
of a code instance are syntax. Unlike words in human
language that often go beyond list of vocabulary, the syntax
is strictly confined within a small vocabulary. Given the
high regularity of the code, there are strong connections
between different syntax. Such features make a learnable
embedding layer especially helpful in terms of improving
performance.
In order to prevent the model suffering from vast varia-
tion of variable names, we performed a certain degree of
variable re-naming on each of the code instances. We fo-
cused on renaming function names in our dataset while
keep other variables defined within the function unchanged.
This method reduced our vocabulary size to ∼1000 in our
experiment, and was proven to be effective in improving
the performance.
One should also note that we use a slightly different defini-
tion for "word" in the code correction scenario, comparing
to its definition in natural language. In a code instance, any
entity that is contained in the standard syntax list is consid-
ered as a "word", including a space. Therefore words in a
code instance are not separated by spaces like alphabetic
languages, and there are complications with extra spaces
and different placement of syntax (like curly bracket in
C/C++). However most code instances can be reduced to
a most compact form where no extra syntax (spaces, tabs,
etc.) are present. We use that form as our final input.
The process of processing the code instances from the
case files of Juliet Test Suite into their most compact form
involves following steps:
• Locate and extract good/bad functions
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• Include helper functions or global variable defini-
tions
• Delete comment lines
• Delete unnecessary spaces before and after syntax
• Replace all tabs ’\t’ and newlines ’\n’ with single
space
• Replace all function name pre-fixes with charac-
ter ’F’, originally this prefix is usually the case
number.
• Parse the resulting sequence into list of words by
breaking the whole sequence up using standard
syntax as break point. We include the symbol
’_’ as a break point for the purpose of reducing
vocabulary size.
3.3 Pyramid Encoder
Ziang Xie et. al introduced a GRU implementation of
Pyramid Encoder structure in their Neural Language Cor-
rection model [1]. We generalize it to any multi-layer
encoder/decoder, summarized as follows:
Given a model where the output of the last layer yi−1 is














and the time step t = 1, 2, ..., T , the layer number i =
1, 2, ..., N . Note that x(0)t is the embedded representation
of the input instance. For each layer, we introduce a pyra-
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where t′ = 1, 2, ..., T/2.
Because we concatenate the neighboring element in y(i−1),
we have reduced the length of x(i) by a factor of 2. If we
have N layers in the encoder, then the length of final out-
put of the encoder will be reduced by a factor of 2(N−1).
A schematic plot of Pyramid Encoder is shown in Figure 1.
One could also take a bigger window such as 3, 4, 5... de-
pending on their needs. This greatly reduces the amount of
data flowing in the model compared to their non-pyramid
peers yet still remains important information from across
the entire sequence. As we will show later, the pyramid
structure requires less memory (while remain similar accu-
racy of correction), thus allowing a bigger training batch
size and often shorter training time.
In our experiment, we implemented Pyramid Encoder for
two model classes: GRU and Transformer [2].
3.3.1 Pyramid Encoder in Transformer
In the original Transformer, the Feed Forward layer, con-
sisting of two linear operations separated by a ReLU ac-
tivation, directly takes in the output from the Multi-Head
attention layer yatt. There is also a residual connection,












In our model, we concatenate the neighbor elements in yatt
before we feed it into Feed Forward layer. As a result, the
dimension of the first Linear layer in Feed Forward layer
has to change from [dmodel × dff] to [2dmodel × dff]. Here
we use the same notation as in the original Transformer
paper, where dmodel is the size of input, output and attention
vectors, dff is the number of neurons in the Feed Forward
layer. The residual connection also has to be changed
accordingly, we tried two different approaches, simply
averaging the neighboring element (eq. 6), or concatenate
the neighbor element and pass it through another affine





















In practice, the two approaches gives similar results.
In all of our experiments, unless otherwise stated, we use
a 3-layer encoder and 3-layer decoder, with dmodel = 512,
dff = 2048, number of heads in MultiHead Attention h =
8.
3.3.2 Pyramid Encoder in GRU
We implemented the same pyramid structure in GRU as




























2t+1) + bpyr) (11)
where y(i)t denotes the output from i
th layer, f (i)t and b
(i)
t
denotes output from a forward and a backward GRU re-
spectively.
The last hidden state of the last layer of the encoder is
feed into the decoder as its initial hidden state, while the
outputs of the last encoding layer is used for content-based
attention later with outputs from the decoder.
In all of our experiments, unless otherwise stated, we use a
3-layer encoder and 3-layer decoder, with hidden state size
of 400 for both of them. We use an embedding size of 400
for our word level model and 50 for character level model.
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3.4 Decoder
Like regular Transformer, our decoder consists of a multi-
head self attention followed by a multi-head attention be-
tween encoder output and normalized decoder self atten-
tion output. Afterwards, the result is normalized and and
feed into a Feed Forward layer just like in the encoder, as




























The outputs from last decoder layer then goes through
a linear layer and a softmax activation layer to get the
probability distribution of target words for all positions in
the instance.
For our GRU model, we use a regular multi-layer GRU, as








We applied content-based attention in between the outputs

















Here φ denotes an affine transformation. M , N are the
number of layers in decoder and encoder respectively. In
all of our experiments, we use the number of output fea-
tures for φ1 and φ2 to be 400.
We concatenate the attention vector with output from de-
coder as our final output before the projection layer towards
ŷt, the probability distribution of target word for time step
t.
3.5 Beam Search
We use beam search in test and validation where text gen-
eration is involved. For each time step, we rank candidate
based on their total negative logarithmic probability to





Beam search is stopped when there are five completed
candidates.
4 Experiment
We perform experiments mainly on two Test Suites taken
from NIST Software Assurance Reference Dataset Project
(SARD): Juliet Test Suite for C/C++ v1.2 (contains 61,387
cases) and Juliet Test Suites for Java v1.3 (contains 28,881
cases). Both datasets contains bad examples organized
under over 100 CWEs (Common Weakness Enumerations)
and human written corrections of those examples. Exam-
ples of those CWEs includes CWE190-Integer Overflow,
CWE193-Off by One Error, CWE248-Uncaught Exception,
CWE391-Unchecked Error Condition, etc. Each case will
contain one bad code instance and multiple human repaired
target instances. When preprocessing data, we ensure that
same bad instance will not appear in the train dataset and
test dataset at the same time. However, during test, if the
model is able to repair the bad instance to any of the cor-
responding good instances, we consider it as a successful
repair.
The original dataset contains only good-bad pairs. In order
to increase the complexity of the task and making the
dataset closer to real life scenerio, we randomly select 30%
of the whole dataset and replace them with good-good
pairs. This way one could also test the model’s ability to
distinguish between good code and faulted code.
For the sake of consistency and noise reduction of data,
when extracting good-bad code pairs from the dataset files,
we only consider the cases where the code is distributed in
less than three sub-case files. We also set a length limit and
discard all code instances that is longer than this limit. For
C/C++ dataset, this limit is 304 words or 600 characters.
For Java dataset, this limit is 600 words or 2,000 characters.
After this filter, we keep around 70% of each dataset, a
total of 70,265 pairs for C/C++ and 66,495 pairs for Java.
We divide all pairs into 90% training set, 5% validation set
and 5% test set. During the training, we use validation set
to monitor the perplexity of prediction with respect to the
target instance. When testing model performance, beam
search is used for text generation. While we use a beam
width of 5, only the first candidate will be considered for
final evaluation.
4.1 Juliet Test Suite for C/C++
We tested our Pyramid GRU and Pyramid Transformer on
Juliet Test Suite for C/C++. We compare them with their
non-pyramid peers (Plain GRU and Plain Transformer)
with same hyper parameters. We compare their perfor-
mance from 3 aspects: success rate in reparation, memory
usage during training and time until converge. Note that
time until converge will strongly depend on the choice of
batch size. Here we choose the batch size that we think
would illustrate our argument the best, which will be ex-
plained in detail in later context.
For consistency, all of our experiments are carried out
on one GeForce GTX 1080 Ti graphic card (with 11.2G
memory access). For GRU models, the guide line of batch
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PyrGRU 90.11 55 ∼29.7 ∼10.2 128
PyrGRU
(char)
66.57 38 ∼65.0 ∼9.2 40
GRU 90.08 59 ∼131.9 ∼9.7 24
PyrTFM
(ave-res)
84.97 38 ∼16.9 ∼6.0 40
PyrTFM
(aff-res)
81.35 22 ∼9.5 ∼6.5 40
TFM 86.04 42 ∼40.2 ∼8.8 40
Table 1: Performance in Juliet C/C++ dataset, all mod-
els operates on word level except for PyrGRU(Char).
PyrTFM(ave-res) denotes the Pyramid Transformer with
averaged residual connection, shown in eq. 6, while
PyrTFM(ave-res) denotes the residual connection with an
affine transformation, shown in eq. 7.
size choice is to maximally utilize the memory of GPU, the
batch size therefore varies dramatically. For Transformer
models, since the three models’ performance are much
closer, we use same batch size for better consistency and
more direct compare of the three models implemented.
Table 1 shows that all models except for character level
model performs very well in Juliet C/C++ dataset, while
GRU models performs better. We see that compare to
their non-pyramid peers, both Pyramid GRU and Pyramid
Transformer greatly reduce the memory requirement while
maintain similar repair rates, this often implies a great im-
provement in training time when there is limited memory
access, as shown in the GRU case.
4.2 Juliet Test Suite for Java
Using methods similar to ones in sec 4.1, we tested our
model on Juliet Test Suite for Java. Besides different
syntax and arrangement, the Java language has longer code
instances in general. Therefore, we will expect a less
satisfying performance with same model structure as we
used in C dataset, because the complexity of the problem
is increased. Nevertheless, our models still have decent
repair rates in this dataset, shown in Table 2. We find an
effect of memory reduction, therefore shorter training time,
after a pyramid structure is applied, similar to previous
experiment.
It is worth noting that increasing the length of input has a
negative influence on GRU models much more than Trans-
former models. That is likely resulting from vanishing
gradients in GRUs. The Transformer uses an attention
mechanism that considers all positions in the sequence at













PyrGRU 83.71 10 ∼17.5 ∼8.6 32
PyrGRU
(char)
55.79 >6 >220 ∼8.8 5
GRU 83.68 8 ∼76.7 ∼8.5 6
PyrTFM
(ave-res)
82.75 11 ∼13.1 ∼6.5 16
PyrTFM
(aff-res)
84.02 11 ∼12.9 ∼6.4 16
TFM 82.59 10 ∼19.6 ∼9.9 16
Table 2: Performance in Juliet Java dataset. The models
used has same structure as the ones used in Table 1. For
character level Pyramid GRU, due to the long converging
time, the training is aborted after 6 epochs.
5 Discussion
5.1 Memory Reduction and Computation Efficiency
of Pyramid Structure
Figure 2 shows that the requirement of GPU memory
grows linearly with increase of batch size. We define
Memory Efficiency k as the slope of GPU memory usage





Fig. 2 also shows the calculated memory efficiency for
each model using linear regression. For GRU models,
the pyramid structure increased the memory efficiency by
363% (from 343 to 74 MB/instance). For Transformer
models, although the memory requirements is much closer,
applying pyramid structure still brings a 36% increase in
memory efficiency (from 196 to 126 MB/instance).
From Table 1 and 2, we see that the epochs needed for the
model to converge is similar for different models. In many
NLP problems, due to the large input length, memory is
the bottleneck for speeding up the training process. Pyra-
mid encoder increases memory efficiency, therefore reduce
training time. As shown in Table 1 and 2, in the case of
GRU models, pyramid models finish training around 5
times as fast as their non-pyramid peers.
5.2 Study of Model Behavior
While Juliet Test Suites contains over 100 different CWEs,
overall it is still a very regularized dataset. Each CWE
usually has over 50 examples. We observed that similar
patterns will repeat over and over for examples belonging
to same CWE category. This could be what is resulting in
the great repair rates of our models on this dataset. Mean-
while, the lack of diversity certainly drags down model’s
ability to be generalized.
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Figure 2: Memory requirement for different batch sizes.
Red dotted line shows the total memory of GeForce GTX
1080 Ti graphic card. Slopes of each line is calculated and
shown next to the black dotted trend-lines. Lower slope
indicates higher memory efficiency.
In this section we give several examples of successful cor-
rections from our Pyramid GRU model on Juliet C/C++
Test Suite for closer examination of model and datasets.
The red striked out line denotes the original faulted in-
stance, blue buffed lines are the reparation done by the
model.
Example 1: Character Overflow
The flawed code create a char variable whose size does not
match its concatenating destination. The model was able















Example 2: Double Free
This is an example that the model deletes repeated unnec-








Example 3: Check Condition
In this example, the model was able to check the if-
condition and prevent the potential data overflow that is
related to previous definitions of the variables. However,
we still doubt if the model really had an ability of realiz-
ing the complex logic relationship behind this correction
(which involved comparison of numbers). We believe that
similar examples containing same variables have occurred













("ERROR: Negative array index");}
}
}
Example 4: Possible String Overflow in Command
This example shows a slightly questionable example of
correction in the dataset. In order to prevent potential
string overflow emerging from environment variable, the
repair suggestion given by the Juliet Test Suite is to abort
the entire part of concatenating the environment string and
replace the variable with an arbitrary string "*.*". This
"correction" is easy for the model to learn, however, it has



















Example 5: Memory Allocation
In this example, the correct code and faulted code is pre-
sented in an if-else logic block in the same instance. The
correction to make is to change the if-else condition from
True to False, so that the correct part of the code is exe-
cuted. The code instances of this style occur quite often in
the whole dataset. This is the main reason why we mixed
in good-good pairs that consisting 30% of the dataset, so
that the model is forced to learn to decide whether a code
is good or bad, instead of just learning to change every
True to False (or False to True). Fortunately, our Pyramid
GRU model demonstrated its ability of identifying good
instances by reaching 90% repair rate, with a false negative











data = (char *)
malloc((10+1)*sizeof(char));
}





Another correction made by the model to the same instance
have shown that the model demonstrated a certain ability to
"understand" the logic relationship after sufficient training.
Instead of changing the condition statement itself, it flipped



















The above five examples are a small collection that is fairly
representative to the majority part of the entire dataset. An
obvious pattern is, the faulted and repaired code instances
are largely similar to each other. In major part of the
instance, the model is just copying the original text. This
explains why optimization has never been a problem in our
models even though the lengths of inputs are as big as 304
words in C/C++ dataset and 600 words in Java dataset.
5.3 Transfer Learning for Small Datasets
Although the model performs very well on Juliet Test
Suites, it does not follow that the method performs as
well on other smaller datasets, nor is it true that one can
directly apply the model trained on Juliet Test Suites on
other datasets for code correction tasks. There are two
main reasons. First, most open source datasets usually
have a total number of instances of less than 1,000. Not
only are these datasets smaller than Juliet Test Suites, but
also much noisier, and the code is usually written in a
much different style. Second, most datasets does not have
good-bad pairs, which makes a seq2seq training process
fundamentally impossible.
To solve the first problem, we use transfer learning tech-
nique, where we take the model that was pre-trained on
Juliet Test Suites (of corresponding coding language), re-
initialize parts of it and re-train it on the smaller dataset.
For the second problem, although code correction training
is not possible in this case, most datasets do provide the
category of error that is contained in the faulted instance.
This means that one could train a error classification model,
which is helpful in giving suggestions for human program-
mers to identify the faults and make corrections.
5.3.1 Model Structure
Given a faulted code instance, our goal is to train a classi-
fication model that predicts the type of error the instance
contains from a given list of error categories. Since this
is not a seq2seq learning task, when doing transfer learn-
ing, we will define a new decoder that suits classification
tasks. We will keep the encoder part of the pre-trained
model (on Juliet datasets), except for the last encoding
layer and the embedding layer. The embedding layer also
has to be re-trained because the vocabulary of the new
dataset will differ from the standard vocabulary of Juliet
Test Suites. One could also keep the part of embedding
layer that contains common vocabulary across two datasets,
however according to our experiment, this practice does
not necessarily improve the accuracy of classification.
In transfer learning version of Pyramid GRU, The encoder
is taken from pre-trained model with the last layer re-
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model accuracy (%)
Transfer Learning: PyrGRU 60.5
Transfer Learning: PyrTFM 69.1
Plain GRU 16.7
Plain Transformer 7.1
Table 3: compare result of transfer learning on error type
classification task. The models without transfer learning
demonstrate no predicting power and no improvement dur-
ing course of training.
initialized. We discard the decoder part. A content based-
attention identical to the original pyramid GRU model is
carried out between the hidden state of the last step of
encoder’s last layer. Then the attention vector is concate-
nated with last hidden state of decoder GRU as final output,
before we use another linear layer to project it to nclass di-
mensional space. nclass is the number of error classes.
For Pyramid Transformer, because a encoder-decoder at-
tention is required, while we keep the encoder part of
pre-trained model, we attach it to a newly created one-
layer Transformer decoder. We use the sequence of length
1, [< sos >], as our decoder input (< sos > denotes the
start token in our vocabulary). We push the length 1 output
of decoder into a two layer feed-forward neural network,
with number of neurons dnn = 2048 then project it to the
nclass-dimensional space for classification.
5.3.2 Experiment and Result
We used the above transfer learning methods (with both
pre-trained Pyramid Transformer and Pyramid GRU) on
ITC bench mark, which contains 685 faulted instances in
C/C++. We extracted 566 of those instances as an upper
length limit of 304 words is set. These instances are or-
ganized into 44 error categories, with the largest category
containing around 30 instance and the smallest only con-
taining 2 instances. Then the instances are divided into
a training set of 485 instances, a validation set of 42 in-
stances and test set of 39 instances. For comparison, we
also tried GRU and Transformer with same model structure
but no prior knowledge from Juliet Test Suites. The result
is shown in Table 3.
In fact, we observed the models without transfer learning
does not even have a sufficient gradient due to the small
size of the dataset, i.e. the loss during the training does
not reduce at all, the models has no predicting power as it
produces constant prediction over all inputs.
Transfer learning, on the other hand, demonstrates a fair
power of prediction, correctly classifies over 60% of in-
stances, despite that ITC benchmark is written in very
different style than Juliet Test Suites and that the dataset is
100 times smaller. This result indicates that we might have
found a novel way of extracting informations from very
small datasets which traditionally is not able to be handled
with regular machine learning method in code correction
or other NLP topics.
6 Conclusion
We introduce pyramid encoders for multi-layer sequence to
sequence model. We implement Pyramid GRU and Pyra-
mid Transformer, and apply them to the code correction
task on Juliet Test Suite of C/C++ and Java. Our pyramid
models are successful in accurately repairing potentially
flawed code instances, reaching an accuracy of 90% in
C/C++ dataset and blah 84% in Java dataset.
In our experiments, we show that pyramid encoder is very
effective in reducing GPU memory requirement and there-
fore reduce model training time. It increases memory effi-
ciency by 363% in GRU models and 36% in Transformer
models compared to their non-pyramid peers, while keep-
ing similar repair rates. Pyramid encoder also reduces the
training time by 5 folds in GRU models when exhausting
memory limit of one GPU on Juliet Test Suites.
We also proposed transfer learning as a possible way to
process small datasets. We successfully performed error
type classification on ITC benchmark dataset, which has
only 560 code instances, using transfer learning. Usually
seq2seq learning methods fails on such datasets due to lack
of data. Our method points out a potentially effective way
of processing small datasets with less than 103 instances
that are relatively common in the field of code correction.
We do realize that the good-bad code pairs in Juliet Test
Suites are still relatively repetitive and predictable even
after we manually replace some good-bad pairs with good-
good pairs to increase the complexity. Due to time limita-
tions, we did not have a chance to develop an ideal dataset
for our purpose, which may be one of the potential op-
tions for future works. By finding datasets that are more
adversarial, we may be able to further observe how the
model performs under different structures and thus verify
our conclusions in this work.
On the other hand, aside from focus on memory usage and
speed, trying to further improve the model’s performance
might be another direction from this work. For instance,
pre-processing the input codes into abstract syntax trees
might be a potential way to improve the model’s perfor-
mance, as the logic between different key words should
be more clear than a simple encoded block; thus helps the
model to identify the error locations and apply fixes.
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